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New Year … New Diary
Many of us start a New Year with good intentions

I

’m sure many of us have started a New Year with the intention of keeping a daily diary
for the rest of the coming year, only to give up by the end of January. However there
are many who actually make it through the whole year and continue year after year.
A diary tells what happens within a speci c time frame and is written about speci c
things that have
happened. It
doesn't address
the person to
whom these things
happened. Diaries
are usually written
as a record of
e v e n t s ,
transactions or
observations kept
daily or at frequent
intervals.
There
is
a
di erence between
a diary and a
memoir. Writing a
memoir
has
everything to do
with rendering the
ordinariness of our
lives so that it
becomes signi cant.
Marie Curie’s diary … Welcome Library
Rather than writing
with statistics,
memoir is written with scenes.

Writing a daily
diary is rapidly
becoming a thing
of the past.
Many people
now keep an
online journal

Delve in to the
diary of a
boarder at the
Foundation in
1867
Page 4

Memoir allows one to select images, events, and treasures that reveal important things
about themselves. The central challenge in memoir writing is to nd out how particular
moments t into the plot lines of one's own life. One must not only discover the
moment of their lives, but the meanings in those moments.
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Marina
recalls her
early family life in
Nechells Park
Road.
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The diary of a
workhouse boy
from 1874 is on
Page 2
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The next
History Cafe
meeting will be
at 10.00 am on
January 18th
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Famous diaries
and notes prove
fascinating
reading. These
are some early
sketches and
notes from
Leonardo De
Vinci

Diaries can be a useful resource. It is
unlikely though that this one was

I

am sat in our overcrowded dormitory, we are
supposed to be asleep but I can’t. It is too cold. It
is extremely di cult to see the page; I am holding
this diary up to the window so that I can see the light
from the re ection of the moon. Today has been as
miserable as any other day, if not worse.
The master stormed into our room to wake us up at
4.30am and ordered us outside to wash our face
using the outside water pump. However, it was so
cold that the water formed little icicles at the end of
the pump. All of the boys were stood huddled
together in a line, trying to stay close for warmth. I
tried to look for my sister, Charlotte, as boys and
girls are separated at all times. We haven’t seen
each other since we entered this place, but I will not
give up hope.

Breakfast was water and a small piece of bread left
over from last night. I can tell it was left over
because it was extremely tough to bite. Soon after
we were ushered into the bustling workroom, where I
was ordered to unpick old rope and separate it into
threads to be resold. The material is so tough and
scratchy that my ngers are crimson and blistered.
The pain was so incredible that I wanted to cry, but I
didn’t dare. If the Master catches somebody crying
he beats them with the cane.
To think that we do this all day, every day, for 5d a
week. It isn’t much, but I send what I can home to
Ma to look after the baby. She needs it more than I
do.
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Dinner was exactly the same tonight, too. Small piles
of stale crusty bread were on the table tops and
bowls of cold gruel were slammed down before us. I
spotted some of the boys sneakily stu ng pieces
into their pockets to eat later. We are all so hungry.
When will this end? I feel weak and tired. Sometimes
I wish I could run out of the doors and escape, but
the last boy who tried was beaten in front of
everybody. I can still hear his cries.
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Workhouse Diary … 1874

A Royal diary
Edward VI was one of the rst Kings to
keep a diary

E

dward was the last Tudor baby.

Amidst all the celebrations when Edward VI was
born in 1537, no-one could know that he would be
the last royal Tudor baby to be born. Throughout
England there was great rejoicing that this young
prince and his o spring would ensure the future of
the Tudor dynasty. Yet even though Henry VIII and his
three children remained on the throne of England for
a further 65 years, there were no more Tudor babies.
Edward died at the age of 15 without marrying. Mary
twice believed she was pregnant, but she was
mistaken, and Elizabeth chose not to marry.
Edward’s diary is unique in being written by a child
king and records both political and personal events.
The diary, which may have been started as an
educational exercise, includes a resumé of his life to
the beginning of 1550 and then for the next three
years, until shortly after his fteenth birthday, events
were recorded as they happened.
Many of the entries are observations on the political
and ceremonial events of the time but some give a
hint of Edward's own interests and involvement. In
April 1552 he recorded that he had fallen sick with
measles and smallpox. His lengthy entries regarding
military events and his detailed description of an
entertainment on the River Thames, where several
boats held a mock battle with reworks, demonstrate
his interest in martial activities. Yet the bland entry
recording the
execution of his
uncle – ‘The Duke
of Somerset had
his head cut o
upon Tower Hill’ demonstrates the
self-discipline
expected of a
child king.
On 6th July 1553,
at the age of
fteen King
Edward VI died,
leaving Lady Jane
as his successor,
a fate that would
see her reign last
for just nine days.
His reign was
dominated by
others,
symptomatic of the power-plays and in ghting
dominating the court. Edward VI was a gurehead,
nothing more, in a time of great change.

The oral diary tradition …
Marina recalls the oral history posed down from her grand parents

D

o you listen to your grandparents talk about the days when they were young? Are you bored with
listening to the same old stories, and only pretend to listen? “Yes Gran, I’ve heard it all before”.
Groan, yawn! – but unless we listen, we cannot begin to understand how fortunate we are today. We
have opportunities and a standard of living totally beyond the wildest
dreams of the vast majority of our grandparents. This, in human
terms, was the downside of the Industrial Revolution. People were
ashamed of being poor, but they had little choice - and they had a lot
of pride.
It is heart-rending to see pictures of how people had to live in towns
and cities: large families, no running water, no washing machines,
microwaves or cars. No work, no pay. They had, poor sanitation,
pollution and serious overcrowding, often leading to sickness and
premature death. There was no free National Health Service until
1947.
My Granny’s home was typical of the terraced houses of that time.
When I see people today, nicely
dressed, well educated, with a comfortable house and a car, I think
‘Who would ever guess that their
grandparents ‘didn’t have two pennies to rub together’? My Granny,
never had new clothes or went on holiday.

Marina’s father in his garden

These are my mother’s parents, who rented a two-up, two-down terraced house, o Nechells Park Road,
one of the poorest areas of central Birmingham – and they lived there for over 50 years. The houses were
mixed with factories constantly belching smoke. As they were near to Nechells Gas
Works, everything was polluted with coke/coal dust, and the air was yellow with
chemicals spewing from a paint factory. Employers weren’t too bothered by Health
and Safety regulations.
To visit my Grandparents, we got o the No.43 bus on Nechells Park Road and
walked past the high wall of the doctor’s very private, large house and garden. We
never heard of anyone he actually visited. We walked past an o -licence, where
people took a jug or container (all sizes) to carry ale home – an early ‘take-away’.
We crossed the beaten-earth yard where my grandparents lived.
The house fronts faced another terrace, with another patch of ground between them.
A row of old-fashioned lamp-posts lit the area. Everyone had a tiny front ‘garden’
fenced in with palings: Gran’s was a dirt patch.

Marina’s
mother and
grandmother.

No-one used the front of the house, so we went round the back. A little path went
past their back yards, with a high, leaning, brick wall on its left. Their house was in
the middle of a block of eight. Every house had an outhouse in their yard - which
housed a grimy WC with a high cistern and chain, and usually squares of newspaper
on string held on a nail as toilet paper. At one time Granny had a mangle outside the
back door; my mother lost part of a nger in it when she was 18 months old.

Their outside back door usually stood ajar, on the inside of which hung a rough towel
on a roller. Granny would be sitting facing the door, at the kitchen’s heavy, wooden
table. There was a drawer for cutlery, with bone-handled knives. People sharpened knives on their
doorstep – sometimes so that neighbours thought they had a joint of meat! The table was covered with a
green baize cloth, and sheets of newspaper to protect it when peeling vegetables or cleaning brasses.
When ironing, she covered it with a blanket. Her iron was heavy and solid, heated over the open coal re.
There were two gas mantles in the kitchen, until electricity was installed - then everyone was annoyed that
the rent was increased by 3d a week.
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If you have a family story to tell we would love to feature it in a forthcoming newsletter

The diary of John Argyle …
John was a boarder at Sir John Moore in 1867
With the duration of the century, the burgeoning
Middle class worked to carve out a social niche
between the menial commoners and lavish nobility;
this expansion included an acute interest in
education. There is a comment on the cash account
for April 1867 that shows this class divide, where
John details a sum of 3d to a chap for helping him.

A

ttendance at male-only boarding schools
was a time-hounored tradition among the
aristocrats of Great Britain, but the
advent of changes in the Victorian Era restored
practicality to the grandeur of the old
institutions. This was no exception at Sir John
Moore. These extracts from the diary of John
Argyle, a boarder at the school in 1867 show
his de nite middle class upbringing.
Education at these schools had been nobility’s
standards for centuries, but the blossoming of
the middle class in nineteenth-century England
renewed the popularity of these schools, and
contributed to a rejuvenation of the curriculum.
Naturally, the quality and duration of
contemporary education was dependent on
social class, and each form of education was
intended to prepare children for the role they
would play in society. Lower classes’ paltry

education was meant to initiate them into a life
of labour, while upper classes experienced a
distilled degree of instruction to prepare them
for public roles.
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Elite Englishmen sent their sons away to be
“prepared for education at the great English
public schools,” as the most successful
students hailed from these establishments.

Many of the advances in boarding schools throughout
the century were re ective of “the aspirations of the
Middle class to the status symbols of the nobility and
gentry.”
Looking through the whole diary, which is now kept at
the Leicestershire records o ce, there seemed a lot
of half day holidays allowed during term time. John
often took advantage of these to play a lot of sport
both football and cricket. He walked to No Mans
Heath and the team team won with 11 wickets left to
fall.
Private schooling,
which had always
been limited to
England’s aristocrats,
was now open to the
usage and in uence
o f t h e c o u n t r y ’s
middle elite, and
ancient methods of
instruction were
revitalized by the
pragmatic, progress
oriented approach of
the emerging middle
class.
A photocopy of the
diary is kept at the
museum.

From the museums diary
14 years ago from our own diary of
events

A

s part of Museums and Galleries
Month 2007, museums across the
East Midlands opened their doors for
the evening of Saturday May 19 and the Sir
John Moore Foundation, Appleby Magna,
was no exception, hosting a free ‘Ghosts
of the Past’ evening.
Visitors were invited to drop in
throughout the evening for a
host of activities and
spectacles, including
creepy stories, 17th
Century music and
candle making.
Set in beautiful
grounds, the
foundation was
established by Sir
John Moore as a
Free School for
Boys. Moore had
made his fortune in
London and wished to
use his wealth to benefit
his home county.
Originally designed by Sir
Christopher Wren, the work
was carried out by a local architect
and opened in 1697
The MGM event gave people the chance to
look around this old school building and for
those that were brave enough there was
the chance pay a visit to the Headmasters
office.
The evening also presented the opportunity
to see a slideshow presentation detailing
refurbishments and changes which have

occurred over the years, including the Old
Laundry in the cellar being turned into a fully
functioning bar.
Descendants of Sir John Moore, who were
amazed at some of the changes, including how
well the downstairs bar still creates the feel of
being in an Old Laundry, attended the event.
The evening was also a good chance to learn
more about the Moore family as an exhibition
detailed some of their history as
well as the history of the
Appleby Magna area, where
Sir John Moore was
considered to be a
great hero.
Many rooms were
open to the public
for the evening
and costumed
characters were
on hand to tell
spooky stories in
the dormitories –
perhaps it was a
good thing that it
was still light for much
of the evening as
people were entranced by
stories of ghosts, soldiers,
devils and ghouls! A
seventeenth century medic was on
hand to show visitors remedies and tinctures
from over four hundred years ago!
The evening was completed by a round of
explosions from cannons brought in and fired
especially for the occasion

Writing your diary with a school pencil?
When I was teaching, I used to keep all those little double-ended stubs in a pot.
Every time a child "forgot" their own pencils, that's what they got. Saved me a
fortune as I wasn't constantly buying new pencils that would never be returned, and
I could use left-behind broken pencils instead!
James McNaughton
Yes, but mine was sharpened with my penknife. Standard equipment for boys in the
50s.
John Chapman

May 2007

Winter Diary

Passing notes …

An extract from the diary of Anne Silins

S

omehow I found it di cult to love January.
Christmas and all the festivities that went with it
were over. School began again and work around
the farm seemed to be so mundane. The grasses,
hedges and tree branches glistened thick with hoar
frost. The land lay silent in a light mist and no birds
sang. The village and the farm seemed to hibernate a
bit. The daylight hours were short and outside
everything was muddy, wet and cold.
January was the
season for farm
maintenance,
hedging, ditching and
fence repairs. Repairs
were made to
buildings and
machinery and we
were ever watchful
during heavy frosts
for freezing pipes and
watchful of the needs
of the livestock. In the
barns, quarters were
made ready for the
sheep and expected
February lambs.
The winter of 1947-48 was a bad one for the Midlands.
We had a great deal of snow. My school report card for
that particular January and February, shows that I
missed six weeks of school. Buses did not run regularly
and if the journey to Ashby was possible in the early
morning, who knew if I could travel home again in the
evening? So I was kept at home. The milk was not
always picked up on schedule either and while the men
fed some to the pigs, a lot went to waste.
Because this was a particularly cold January, Grandpa
told me that people were stu ng bit of paper and
sacking into the cracks around the windows. Nearly
every house had a long sausage of cloth rolled up along
the oor at the bottom of doors. Grandma and I got
busy and made three of these ‘door sausages’ for the
bottom of the front, back and side doors. We improved
on the idea by using old lengths of dress fabric for the
outer covering. By the time we were nished they
looked bright and gay, and for the most part the cold
draughts stayed outside as they should.

Do you recall passing a secret note
in school …

O

h Lord yes, I passed a note to a girl who
had been nose poking.The teacher saw
me and said that since I considered my
information was of such importance, I had
better share it, so please tell her word for word
what it was.
I knew I was in trouble then, so I tried to
explain why I wrote what I did . She went red
in the face and bellowed " I said, tell me word
for word ! " Imagine her expression when I
replied " It's none of your business so keep
your nose out! "
I can tell you, it took some
sorting out!
George Whithead

Basil’s diary …
Even mice have diaries

oorboards without the
heating being on. I had to make a much warmer
nest, so I chewed up an old book to make a warm
cosy hideaway.
Christmas Day 2021
We woke on Christmas Day. It was
freezing in the school so we
decided to scurry over to the Old
Vicarage and meet up with
some of our family and we
had such fun. We had a
great lunch and had a few
party games before we
crossed the elds back to
school before it got dark.
From Basil’s diary …
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www.sirjohnmoore.org.uk

